SIHL INTRODUCES
NEW CLEARSTICK™ FILM
PRODUCT
RODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT
Dear Sihl Customer,

Sihl Digital Imaging has developed an EASY to print, EASY to apply and EASY to remove clear film
for use with aqueous inkjet printers. Sihl ClearSTICK™ – 3166 is a 2 mil clear polyester film with
a high performance optically clear inkjet coating making it ideal for interior application to virtually
any substrate or surface.
EASY to Print
3166 ClearSTICK™ is designed for maximum inkload and extremely fast drytimes with the leading
aqueous printers such as HP, Epson and Canon. The white release liner allows for universal compatibility with media feed and sensing systems from all printer brands. Visit www.sihlusa.com for
easy to use PRINT SETTINGS CHARTS to find the best onboard setting for each printer.
Of course, you can print front facing to create a graphic for inside viewing, however, because 3166
is optically clear through all layers of the product, you can also print reverse facing, apply it to the
inside of window and create a graphic for outside viewing. This allows for the inkjet layer and
adhesive to stay protected from the elements while allowing your message to face to the world.

EASY to Apply
3166 ClearSTICK™ is designed with an optically clear, repositionable adhesive that can be applied
wet or dry. This unique adhesive flows easily in dry applications with the use of pressure from a
roller, laminator, squeegee or other. Wet applications, as always, require a little more experience
and skill, however an experienced installer will enjoy how easily ClearSTICK installs and removes.
EASY to Remove
3166 ClearSTICK™ will remove from most surfaces cleanly and easily with no residue remaining.

Availability
3166 ClearSTICK™ Film is in stock and available for immediate shipment.
Sizes: 17”, 24”, 36”, 50” x 75’
Call 1-800-366-7393
Sincerely,
Sihl Digital Imaging Team

